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ABSTRACT

This paper provides a brief history of the role strategic ballistic missile telemetry has
played in U.S.-Soviet and Russian arms control relations from the first Strategic Arms
Limitation Treaty (S ALT I) through the second Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty
(START II).
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INTRODUCTION

Since the first strategic arms limitation treaty (SALT I), the United States has
acquired, through its national technical means of verification (NTM), ballistic missile
telemetry, and analyzed the telemetry to contribute to the United States' ability to
provide "adequate verification" of Soviet compliance with certain treaty provisions. In
the 1980s, the Reagan Administration superseded the standard of "adequate
verification" with a more demanding one, "effective verification," and the political
importance of unimpeded and cooperative access to ballistic missile telemetry grew .
Subsequent strategic arms reduction negotiations between the U.S. and the Soviet
Union reached agreement and was codified in the Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty
(START I). Embodied in the treaty are the most transparent and cooperative measures
ever negotiated dealing with the subject of strategic ballistic missile telemetry.

"ADEQUATE VERIFICATION" & TELEMETRY -- THE EARLY YEARS

From 1963 until the U.S. Senate refused to ratify the SALT II agreement in 1979, U.S.
arms control verification policy had been guided by the standard of "adequate
verification." Defined in the Arms Control and Disarmament Act and subsequently



affirmed by Presidents Nixon, Ford and Carter and Soviet leader Brezhnev, the
principle meant that the terms of an arms control agreement must facilitate a level of
verification which would assure with high confidence that compliance could be
determined to the extent necessary to safeguard national security. Also, it meant the
verification regime must be adequate enough for the Parties of the treaty to detect
violations early enough to permit an appropriate response. In these early years, the
secretiveness and closedness of the Soviet society meant the principle burden for
monitoring compliance with the negotiated terms of agreement was through NTM.
NTM involves a combination of capabilities -- including reconnaissance satellites,
ships, aircraft and ground stations that are used to monitor strategic ballistic missile
tests.

The SALT I Treaty, entered into force in 1972, capped each side's building program of
strategic ballistic missile launchers, but placed no limits on strategic ballistic missiles
(SBMs). To ensure that adequate verification was achievable, the treaty required the
Parties refrain from any activity that would interfere with each other's NTM. Not until
negotiations in SALT II were qualifications imposed upon SBMs. Again existing
NTM was to serve as the principle method for monitoring compliance. From an
analysis of the acquired telemetry from SBM flight tests, the U.S. could confirm, to a
degree, compliance with the provisions limiting, for example, reentry vehicle
fractionation (e.g., flight testing of existing types of missiles with no more than the
maximum number of RVs already flown with) and ICBM modernization (e.g., throw-
weight, range, launch-weight, number of new types of missiles and fuel).

With qualifications imposed upon SBMs, it became quite significant to ensure
unimpeded access to ballistic missile flight test telemetry necessary to verify the
provisions of the treaty. Encryption of telemetry is one form of denying access. As the
SALT II treaty was being negotiated, a U.S. concern grew with the emerging Soviet
practice of encrypting telemetry on their ballistic missile test flights. Unless this
practice was either limited or prohibited, the U.S. government believed "adequate
verification" could not be served. In 1979, the sides reached a qualified agreement in
SALT II which permitted encryption of ballistic missile telemetry as long as it didn't
impede verification.

SALT II was never ratified by the U.S. in part because its critics felt it was neither
verifiable nor in the U.S. national security interests, and because of Soviet aggressive
behavior in Afghanistan. However, the sides agreed to refrain from doing anything to
undercut the provisions of the treaty. This included, of course, the provisions not to
impede NTM and to limit ballistic missile encryption. Subsequently, the Soviet Union
heavily encrypted SBM telemetry, and the U.S. Government accused them of
violating their obligation to limit their ballistic missile encryption. The Soviets



challenged the accusation requesting specific details while arguing encryption was
permitted by SALT II (Article XV, Second Common Understanding). The U.S. found
itself in the position of either compromising telemetry collection capabilities (i.e.,
"sources") and complex telemetry data analysis "methods," or remaining assertive. It
chose the latter, and the dispute remained unresolved. Clearly, the dispute could have
been avoided had SALT II established precise limits on the use of encryption. But this
effort would have to wait for another era -- a more open era in U.S. - Soviet relations.

Before returning to the negotiating table to discuss the next step in strategic arms cuts,
the Reagan Administration embarked upon a strategic modernization program to
restore the strategic balance. This perceived strategic imbalance was also attributed as
a factor in the "fatally flawed" SALT II Treaty (e.g., lax standards of verification), and
cause of the lack of U.S. political will to challenge the Soviet arms control compliance
record on a number of issues. In fact in December of 1979, the Senate Armed Services
Committee in a report on the military implications of the proposed SALT II treaty
concluded the treaty wasn't in the national security interests of the U.S. One reason
given in the report was again the belief that many of its provisions were unverifiable.
In effect, that report was the obituary for the principle of "adequate verification." The
Reagan Administration was determined to rectify this problem, as well as other
problems found in the treaty.

"EFFECTIVE VERIFICATION" MEANS INTRUSIVE VERIFICATION

In 1981, the Reagan Administration heralded that future arms control agreements
embodying deep, meaningful reductions must reflect a stringent verification regime
that would enable political judgments to be made promptly on the basis of
unambiguous evidence. Officially called "effective verification," it grew over the
years, through the subsequent START negotiations, into an elaborate web of
constraints including NTM, access to SBM telemetry, data exchanges, on-site
inspections, notifications and other confidence building and cooperative measures.
What enabled the eventual attainment of effective verification was the
uncompromising U.S. view that verification is in the interests of both sides.
Furthermore, it would provide an adequate evidential base on which to assess
compliance and, if necessary, formulate proportional responses to violations. As such,
bringing it to fruition was not subject to concessions made elsewhere in the
negotiations.

In 1989, the Bush Administration completed its own end-to-end review of the START
process. Since the U.S. and Soviet Union had agreed by then on the general
framework of the deep reductions in strategic offensive arms, the Bush Administration
worked toward ensuring the eventual treaty would clear the ratification process. This



entailed focusing on negotiating the details of the intrusive verification regime. In
June, President Bush announced his commitment to negotiate the details of a series of
"verification and stability measures (VSMs)" for early implementation and subsequent
inclusion in the START Treaty. One of these VSMs involved halting all SBM
telemetry data denial including the use of encryption. Though early implementation
was never realized before the final treaty was signed, the sides agreed to implement,
before the ratification process began, a number of provisions related to START's
transparent verification regime on ballistic missile telemetry.

EARLY IMPLEMENTATION OF START's TELEMETRY PROVISIONS

The START Treaty was signed in July of 1991. As part of the treaty, the U.S. and the
Soviet Union agreed to refrain from encrypting SBM telemetry by 120 days after
treaty signature for a duration of up to one year or until entry into force of the treaty
(EIF) occurred, whichever occurred first. However, the treaty has not entered into
force at the time of this paper, and over a year has past since the ban was instituted,
but the successor states to START (U.S., Russia, Belarus, Kazakhstan and Ukraine)
have agreed to an extension. The types of missiles affected by the ban include all
existing SBMs, former types of SBMs (i.e., Minuteman I and Polaris A-3) and space
launch vehicles that use the first stage of a SBM or former type SBM. After EIF, the
sides would be permitted to employ encryption and encapsulation of telemetry on a
very limited and restricted basis.

The greatest verification accomplishment related to telemetry has to be the agreement
to exchange, after each flight of a SBM or space launch derivative launched following
EIF, a complete set of telemetry recordings of the on-board measurements generated.
Along with the recordings, each side will provide telemetry tape interpretive data and
an acceleration profile which may assist the recipient to analyze the recorded data and
facilitate verification of the treaty's provisions (e.g., throw-weight, number of reentry
vehicles [RVs] flown, etc.). Even though the sides must also provide the RV telemetry
tapes, as a cooperative verification and stability measure, they will not provide its
interpretive data, as this data is not relevant to verifying the provisions of the treaty,
and both sides have legitimate national security concerns. There is an exception to the
definition of complete set of tapes. Once the payload of a treaty accountable space
launch vehicle achieves orbit or escape velocity, the payload's data is not applicable
for START verification and any recordings made remain proprietary.

To ensure the parties are able to play back each others recordings received after EIF,
the sides are also obligated to conduct, before EIF, a demonstration of their telemetry
tape playback equipment (sans telemetry analysis equipment) and to provide an
illustrative example of both an interpretive data document and an acceleration profile.



Upon request by the observing party, the demonstrating party must make available for
purchase the equipment demonstrated. Both sides have conducted appropriate
equipment demonstrations, telemetry seminars (i.e., explained recording practices and
formats, and interpretive data document and acceleration profile construction) and
exchanged illustrative documents and profiles. Additionally, the sides have requested
and have had installed a set of each other's appropriate telemetry playback equipment.

The knowledge, confidence and expectations derived from these early cooperative
activities facilitated U.S. and likely also, Russia's ratification process. Russia ratified
the treaty on November 4 1992, while the U.S. Senate gave the President its advice
and consent on October 1 1992. After the dissolution of the Soviet Union in December
1991, the republics of Russia, Belarus, Kazakhstan and Ukraine agreed to become the
former Soviet Union successor states for START I Treaty implementation and
compliance. At the time of this writing, START EIF was pending Ukrainian
ratification of START, and their accession to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of
Nuclear Weapons.

START's " EFFECTIVE VERIFICATION" TELEMETRY PROVISIONS

Article IX of the START Treaty establishes the right to employ NTM to monitor
treaty compliance, and bans activities that would interfere or impede verification
--similar to what was codified in past arms limitation agreements.

Article X of the START Treaty establishes the basic framework of constraints and
entitlements concerning SBM telemetry. The telemetry provisions of the treaty apply
to all SBMs, former type SBMs and those space launch systems derived from SBMs,
as previously identified The following is a brief synopsis of these provisions:

During a launch of a treaty accountable missile system "shall make on-board
technical measurements and broadcast them." This precludes "silent" launches
(e.g., a flight on which no measurements are broadcast) or the incorporation of
other types of telemetry data denial architecture, and it facilitates each sides NTM.
Implicit within the Article is also the obligation for the testing party to record all
telemetry broadcast, and to provide the monitoring party a copy of the complete
set of recordings obtained.

It specifically prohibits an array of means that could interfere with access by NTM
to the on-board measurements broadcast. These prohibitions include encryption,
jamming, narrow directional beaming, encapsulation and transmission of booster
and post-boost vehicle data through any telemetry link on-board an RV. The latter
is of particular concern since as mentioned before, interpretive data provided after



the flight does not apply to RV telemetry in order to permit protection of
legitimate national security interests.

There are a limited number of yearly exemptions permitted to employ encryption
and/or encapsulation. These exemptions are heavily qualified to preclude abuse of
the privilege. The parties may only encrypt telemetry that originates from the
missile's front section, and that encryption may only occur after it separates from
either the final stage or the post-boost vehicle.

The Telemetry Protocol to the Treaty incorporates detailed provisions relating to
access to telemetric information. The following is a brief synopsis of the key
provisions:

With each telemetry tape provided after a flight, the testing party will attach a tape
summary document, that describes the tape, its content and recording
methodology, to facilitate play back of the tapes on the set of equipment
previously provided to the recipient Party of the tapes. The reason for any
recording gaps or inferior quality would be explained on the summary document
as well.

Should a Party incorporate new telemetry playback equipment technology that
uses a recording medium incompatible with the playback equipment previously
demonstrated, the Party is obligated to conduct a demonstration of the new
equipment before the flight, and subsequently make it available for purchase.

If a Party only changes how it records its telemetry on tape, and it still plays back
on the demonstrated playback equipment, the Party only has to explain the change
in advance of the flight test -- enhances predictability and confidence.

The telemetry interpretive data documents must contain information about the
format of the telemetry frame and methods of encoding, where to find and how to
read the telemetry related to acceleration and separation times of the stages and
the PBV and time(s) of RV separation command(s) and release(s).

Along with the interpretive data document the testing Party must generate and
provide an acceleration profile which is an additional confidence building measure
to facilitate the job of analyzing throw-weight demonstrated and verifying the
number of RVs released.

Encapsulation of telemetry data (i.e., recording telemetry on-board for subsequent
retrieval of the recording medium) may only be used on a limited number of



occasions, and it's further restricted for use only on RVs during the plasma phase
of flight. Even so, a copy of the data (if retrieved) must be included in the
complete set of data. One exception to this encapsulation rule applies to MM II
flight tests. However, at this time the Air Force has no plans to flight test the MM
II with this recording technology.

Encryption is numerically limited on flights of all former (i.e., MM I & Polaris
A-3), retired (none exist as of this writing) and on one existing (i.e., yet-to-be
determined whether MM II/III, Peacekeeper, C-3, C-4 or D-5) type of SBM. A
notification of intent to encrypt on a specific launch must be made to the
monitoring Party at the same time a notification of intent to conduct a launch is
made. Such notification is made in accordance with the Notification Protocol to
the Treaty, and it facilitates NTM involvement. As stated before, only the TM
from the front section or its elements may be encrypted. This ensures the
monitoring Party receives all the telemetry necessary for verification.

ROLE OF JOINT COMPLIANCE & INSPECTION COMMISSION (JCIC)

Questions and concerns involving the telemetry practices and data exchanged are
bound to be raised by the Parties. To facilitate conflict resolution the treaty established
the JCIC to address all issues related to the treaty. It convenes in Geneva, Switzerland
at the behest of the Parties and may be used to improve the viability and effectiveness
of the Treaty. However, the JCIC can't be used to authorize changes to the Treaty that
affect substantial rights or obligations.

START II

With the dissolution of the Soviet Union, the START I Treaty became a multilateral
treaty between the U.S., Russia, Belarus, Kazakhstan, and Ukraine. By the end of
seven years after EIF, only the U.S. and Russia would possess the remaining strategic
offensive arms defined by the treaty. START II continues the process between the
U.S. and Russia toward further strategic stability and reducing the risk of war through
deeper cuts in strategic offensive arms and eliminating ICBMs equipped with multiple
warheads. The Treaty preserves the same verification provisions of the START I
Treaty regime, particularly the role of ballistic missile telemetry. Instead of using the
multilateral-oriented JCIC forum for conflict resolution, a new bilateral forum, the
Bilateral Implementation Commission, was established.



CONCLUSION

The specific telemetry requirements of the Treaty, along with delineated
responsibilities are embodied in the Services' (Air Force and Navy) telemetry
compliance plans. Prior to each flight of a missile based upon a START-accountable
booster, the operation is reviewed by the lead Service and the Office of the Secretary
of Defense for treaty compliance. A potential range user, intending to fly a program
employing the accountable stage of a strategic ballistic missile, first becomes
comprehensively cognizant of the treaty obligations and constraints when they meet
with either a Service program manager or the applicable test range/space launch
facility personnel to arrange for launch service. An illustration of range interface is
addressed in Mr. Jeff Diez's article entitled "Harmonization: The Western Range, Its
Users and START."
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